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PR/02/15/1

15th MEETING OF THE PROCEDURES COMMITTEE

CONSULTATIVE STEERING GROUP
DISCUSSION PAPER

1. A discussion paper (Annex A) is attached summarising evidence and drawing

some tentative conclusions as an aid to discussion by the Committee of

’Accountability’.  References and footnotes have been omitted at this stage, to

facilitate changes in text as the report is discussed and finalised.

2. A related paper has been tabled by Donald Gorrie MSP and this is attached as

Annex B.

3. The Committee is invited to discuss and agree any conclusions and

recommendations.

Directorate of Clerking and Reporting
November 2002



ACCOUNTABILITY

"The Scottish Executive should be accountable to the Scottish Parliament and the
Parliament and Executive should be accountable to the people of Scotland."

Introduction

1. The principle of power sharing is relatively fresh in a parliamentary context,
Accountability by contrast, is a profoundly traditional function of parliaments:
accountability and legislation have been their main functions in modern times.

2. Accountability is, firstly, the action and method whereby MSPs collectively hold
the government responsible for its actions; and, secondly, the means by which
the Members of the Parliament generally are held to account by the electorate,
mainly by voting periodically in a general election.  The focus of this section is
on the first, intra-Parliamentary, process.

3. In the main it is Ministers who are directly accountable to the Parliament:
"Ministers have a duty to the Parliament to account and be held to account for
the policies, decisions and actions taken within their field of responsibility."

4. Accountability arguably cannot be understood in simple terms of the Parliament
controlling the Executive; by this we mean determining what the Executive
does on a day by day basis.  Parliamentary accountability lies, firstly, in the
Parliament’s ability to examine and influence the Executive’s proposals; and,
secondly, to draw and publicise conclusions about Executive decisions and
actions.

5. The level of Parliamentary accountability/scrutiny activity, and degree of rigour
brought to it, depends partly on the approach adopted by individual MSPs, and
partly on the accountability structure which requires to be fit for purpose. In
particular, democratic accountability needs to extend across the sweep of
government institutions and bodies; and it must also keep up with the
institutional forms of executive power as these change and evolve over time.

6. The scrutiny work of the committees (inquiries), written parliamentary
questions, Question Time, First Minister’s Question Time, the legislation
process, pre and post legislative scrutiny, the civil service, the budget process,
the responsibilities of non-departmental public bodies (NDPBs), Ministerial
statements and general parliamentary debates, are all areas across which the
Parliament’s accountability machinery plays in one or other way.

7. MORI Scotland found that 66% of MSPs, were satisfied with committee
inquiries (Executive and non Executive parties almost equally); 65% with
questioning Ministerial statements (Executive 82%, non Executive 46%); 46%
were dissatisfied with no confidence vote procedures and 25% satisfied; 27%
were satisfied with general debates; 27% dissatisfied; 37% were satisfied with
oral questions; 35% were dissatisfied with the mechanism of holding the
Executive to account through the annual budget process,  MORI found that



55% of MSPs and Parliament staff considered that the accountability structures
were ’satisfactory’

8. While there was support for the principle of accountability amongst members of
the public to whom MORI spoke, there was uncertainty about what it meant in
practice.  There was some evidence that the Parliament was failing to engage
with the public in ways that are meaningful, and that people do not have
sufficient information as a consequence to take a view of Parliament’s
accountability.  MORI concluded that: "The general feeling of the discussion
groups was that participants do not think they have any real power in holding
the Parliament to account."

Legislative matters

9. The legislative process is fundamental to the Parliament’s role, and many of
those who gave evidence had been involved directly in Bills passing through
the Parliament.  Their insights were particularly valuable therefore.

10. The remit of this inquiry did not include conducting a root and branch review of
so substantial and complex an area of the Parliament’s work.

11. It may be that, arising in part from the evidence, such a review, covering both
primary and subordinate legislation, should be undertaken by this Committee in
collaboration with the Scottish Executive and the Parliamentary authorities
could be considered within the period of the next Parliamentary session to
ensure that the current legislative procedures and resources are fully adequate
in the light of what will then be the Parliament’s significant legislative
experience.

Concerns expressed about the legislative process

12. There were complaints about the relative shortness of the legislative process
which was considered by many to restrict their ability to contribute in the way,
and to the degree, they desired.

13. The perceived limits of consultation, as traditionally conceived at least, was
noted by Dr Pamela Tosh in her research where organisations apparently felt
that having access to consultation methods did not necessarily translate into
participation or representation in decision making, any more than giving
evidence at Stage 1 of a Bill necessarily influenced the legislative process.

14. Though Stage 2 of a Bill process was frequently the focus of frustration, this
was not the only area of concern.  The timing of pre-legislative consultation
could also be awkward.

15. Tom McCabe MSP, then Minister for Parliament, acknowledged that the period
set between Stages 2 and 3 of a Bill could be too short on occasion and might
need to be extended.  He saw this as addressed best on a case by case basis.



16. In the views of some, too little time can be available for the consideration of
subordinate legislation.  The Transport and Environment Committee provided
solid evidence that, due to external circumstances, it was denied the
opportunity of using the full time allotted to it under the Standing Orders to
consider an item of subordinate legislation.

17. An outside organisation with a potential interest in a piece of subordinate
legislation remarked that it had not been consulted on it.  This raises questions
about the arrangements for consultation on proposed subordinate legislation.

18. Some witnesses considered that the Parliament’s overall legislative programme
was too crowded, and that this risked the quality of legislation.

19. There was a considerable emphasis placed by a number of people on the
desirability of there being more Committee Bills and more Members’ Bills, and
looking ahead to the possibility of there being fewer Executive Bills.

20. Post enactment legislative scrutiny was recommended by several witnesses.

21. So called ’Sewel Motions’ in the Scottish Parliament permit the UK legislature
to legislate for Scotland in devolved areas.  One witness considered that there
was too little consultation on such motions.

22. The desire was expressed for non-MSPs to be able to lodge amendments to
Bills at Stage 2 with a committee directly and in their own name.

Timetabling of Executive Bills - the process in general

23. An outline of the Parliament’s legislative process may be helpful.

24. The legislative process is hedged with exceptions but where an ’Executive Bill’,
i.e. a Bill giving expression to the policy of the Scottish Executive is concerned,
the following general process applies.

25. Where primary legislation is required by the Executive, the contents of the Bill
are determined by officials of the civil service under Ministerial direction, and
the Bill itself is drawn up by the Office of the Scottish Parliamentary Counsel,
the "draftsmen".

26. The Executive may consult publicly at this time, perhaps on the basis of a draft
Bill.  The relevant committee of the Scottish Parliament may conduct "pre-
legislative scrutiny" of the proposals also.

27. Once the Bill is ready the Executive sends it to the Parliament accompanied by
a number of documents, a Policy Memorandum, a Financial Memorandum, an
Auditor General’s Report, and a "statement of legislative competence" (i.e. that
the matter of the Bill is within the devolved areas of government set out by The
Scotland Act 1998).  Not all of these documents are required to accompany
every Bill.  The Policy Memorandum is of especial importance as it will show
whether or not there was consultation, the objects of the Bill, and any



implications for equal opportunities, sustainable development, island
communities, human rights, and so on.

28. Three weeks elapse after the Bill is received in the Parliament to give the
Parliamentary officials the opportunity to advise the Presiding Officer on the
legal competence of the Bill, to consider whether there are spending
implications, and formatting points.  The Bill is then introduced and printed by
the Parliament.

29. The Parliamentary Bureau then identifies the committee whose remit covers
the Bill (the ’lead’ committee) and which will report to the Parliament on it taking
account of the interests of other committees, for example, the Subordinate
Legislation Committee, within a timescale proposed to the Parliament by the
Bureau.

30. The ’lead’ committee reports to the Parliament on the principal purposes of the
Bill (the ’general principles’), but not on its detailed provisions.  It may call
witnesses and hear evidence before so doing.  The Bureau then timetables a
Parliamentary debate and the Parliament decides whether the Bill will proceed
to Stage 2.

31. Seven whole ’sitting’ days must elapse between the completion of Stage 1 and
the start of Stage 2.  The Bureau determines the date by which Stage 2 should
be completed, after consultation with the convener of the lead committee.

32. Stage 2 is principally about the consideration of amendments to the Bill.  These
can be lodged by any member of the Parliament.  All amendments lodged at
Stage 2 in proper form must be considered.  The Bill, amended to reflect any
amendments agreed, is reprinted shortly after the end of Stage 2.  Where any
amendments have implications for secondary ("subordinate") legislation the
Subordinate Legislation Committee needs to consider these.

33. Nine whole ’sitting’ days must elapse between the end of Stage 2 and the
beginning of Stage 3 where the Bill has been amended.  In the case of Bills
which have not been amended, the period is 4  ’sitting’ days.

34. Stage 3 is the final consideration of the Bill by the whole Parliament.  The
members may lodge amendments at this Stage, but only those selected by the
Presiding Officer will be debated.  The date of the debate, and the timetabling
of the amendments for debate is proposed to the Parliament by the Bureau.
There are limited opportunities for further consideration and amendment of the
Bill by the Executive through Stage 3 adjournment and re-commitment rules,
but in practice those rarely come into play.

35. Once the Stage 3 amendments have been considered and decided upon the
whole Bill is debated and voted on by the Parliament.  If it is agreed to, the
Presiding Officer then submits it for Royal Assent after a 4-week lapse to allow
for any legal challenge by the law officers of the Executive and UK
Government, or order by the Secretary of State for Scotland.



36. The Committee conducted a restricted inquiry in 2000-2001 into some aspects
of the timetabling of Bills.  As a result of this work it recommended a number of
changes to the Standing Orders, some concerning the timing of amendments
to Bills, which were accepted by the Parliament.

37. We are firmly of the view that sufficient time must be allocated between the
Stages of Bills to allow for the consideration and lodging of amendments.

38. Some tension is probably inevitable between the requirements of those who
wish to contribute to a Bill and those who are its authors and are responsible
for managing that process to a successful conclusion.  It may be impossible to
set a timetable which will satisfy all parties absolutely.

Evidence from Committees

39. The Committee received evidence of the severe pressure committees are
under to process legislation against tight deadlines.  The Convener of the
Justice 2 Committee wrote to us in the following terms:

"All the Justice Committees have suffered from unrealistic timetables for
Executive legislation.  It has regularly been the case that Committees were
having to agree draft reports without having digested the evidence taken; in a
recent case (the International Criminal (Scotland) Bill at Stage 1), the report
had to be agreed on the same day that the Official Report of the evidence was
published.  This clearly works against considered scrutiny and proper
questioning of the Executive."

40. Also, the Convener of the Equal Opportunities Committee too noted that her
committee had been restricted in considering and proposing committee
amendments because of the timetable imposed on it.  She indicated that
proper consultation is not possible within the timescales set: "The committee
has repeatedly remarked that it does not have sufficient time to consult
organisations…The lack of time is a huge problem, which the committee has
discussed."

41. Alex Neil MSP, Convener, Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee, told us
that: "… the Bureau should consult much more with committees and should
involve committee conveners more in the process to ensure that the timing of
Bills is more appropriate."

42. The Transport and the Environment Committee commenting on the scrutiny of
subordinate legislation, wrote to us as follows:

"The need for adequate time to consider and consult on the provisions of
subordinate legislation means that, in the Committee's view, instances where
Committees are put under some pressure to consider instruments within a
shortened timescale are a matter of concern.  Such situations arise where the
Executive (in relation to an affirmative instrument) wish to have the instrument
approved by the Parliament well within the 40-day limit.  This is usually due to



some external pressure (such as the need to make expenditure allocations
which are dependent on approval of the instrument)."

43. That committee provided an example of the Draft Undertaking in relation to the
Northern Isles Passenger Ferries Services (12 December 2000) where late
Executive changes to the Undertaking together with inescapable external,
financial and contractual pressures meant that the Undertaking was dealt with
formally by the Parliament and the Transport and the Environment Committee
was unable to discuss the document fully.

External evidence

44. Turning to outside contributors to the legislative process, the comments of Ian
McKay of the Educational Institute for Scotland were representative of several:

"At Stage 2, our experience has been that the timetabling decision - whether it
is made by the Bureau or the Executive - does not allow enough time for civic
society to be as involved as it would like in a committee inquiry."

45. The point here was not that ’civic society and external interest groups’ were
invariably unable to contribute to the rationale for and drafting of amendments
put forward by members at Stage 2, but that the speed at which Stage 2 was
taken meant that full discussion was truncated.

46. The constraints of the overall timetable for Bills affect the ability of the
committees to consult outside bodies, as has been noted earlier.

47. Alan Wilson, Chief Executive of the Scottish Council for Development and
Industry (SCDI), wrote to the Presiding Officer, on 14 August 2002 about the
variations in deadlines for consultations.  The letter was copied by Mr Wilson to
the Committee and is produced in the volume of written evidence.  The SCDI,
noted that consultation periods for Bills at Stage 1 varied from 3 to 9 weeks,
and put forward a case for a standard consultation period of 12 weeks, with 8
weeks for subsequent requests on the same inquiry, on the grounds that a
shorter period undermined the quality of responses.

48. The Presiding Officer said in evidence that he suspected that: '… an analysis of
the legislation that the Executive has introduced would show that some of it
has been kicking around for a while, waiting for an opportunity that did not
present itself at Westminster … As time goes on, that will stop."  If this were the
case some relief in the legislative pace might reasonably be expected as time
goes by.  There is no firm evidence on this point.

49. A distinct benefit to Scotland of having a Parliament able to legislate was, as
the Presiding Officer's remarks imply, increased opportunity to legislate in a
context in which legislative quality would be assured by enlightened models of
consultation, pre-legislative activity, and sufficient time.



50. Bills do not have to be completed in a single parliamentary year.  Sir David
Steel had this in mind when he gave written evidence to us that the Presiding
Officers believe:

"… that the Parliament has failed to adapt fully to the concept of a 4-year
legislative term.  In general, the Parliament, in particular the Executive, still
works to an annual cycle, aiming to complete the bulk of the legislative work by
each summer recess.  This leads to unnecessary pressure on the
Parliamentary timetable at that time.  It has also led to complaints from civic
society about insufficient consultation time in between the different stages of
Bills.  The same can be said of Committee Inquiries."

51. The view of the Presiding Officer appears significant.

52. When he came to give evidence, Tom McCabe MSP, then Minister for
Parliament, said that, up to 30 October 2001, 155 days or part days had been
spent in committees addressing 22 Executive and 4 Members' Bills. He
considered that was less of a pressure of Executive business on committees
than was often thought.

53. The relevant pressure on committees arises not from the overall proportion of
time spend by a committee on legislation, but from the relative shortness of the
period proposed by the Bureau for the passage of particular legislative items.
These timetables dictate the quality of the legislative process at all stages.

54. It is important to note that the complaints of the committees about the
legislative timetabling constraints are not made on their own behalf but in
respect of the potential danger of such speed to the quality of the resulting
legislation and the quality of the wider process involving civic society.

55. It is difficult to explain why there is such pressure to speed legislation through
the Parliament except in terms of a desire to achieve legislation as quickly as
possible and, perhaps, as the Presiding Officer pointed out, a failure to use the
advantages of the 4 year legislative cycle.

56. It is unacceptable to bring Bills forward at a rate which undermines the ability of
committees, civic society and the general public to contribute adequately and
to conduct proper scrutiny of these proposals.

57. It appears possible that the scale of timetables set for the Stages of Executive
Bills  (even where timetabling extensions have been granted to committees,
which we were told has been the case if requested) may be unlikely in all
instances to provide full opportunity for all interested outside bodies and
individuals to contribute fully to the legislative process.  The time made
available seems not to afford committee members as much time to consult
outside the Parliament about the terms of proposed legislation, particularly
between the Stages of Bills, as they would like.

58. Tom McCabe saw the pre-legislative stage as an opportunity to forestall
difficulties.  As a Bill progresses through its stages however unforeseen issues
often arise which require careful consideration and which will not have been



anticipated at the earlier stage.  The quality and pace of legislative
consideration therefore requires to be consistently appropriate throughout the
entire process.

59. Research conducted by the clerks suggests that in the case of Executive Bills,
the average time which has elapsed to date between the start of Stage 1 and
its completion was 33 days; that the corresponding time from the start to the
completion of Stage 2 was 8 days; that the average time between Stages 1
and 2 has been approximately 14 days, and between Stages 2 and 3
approximately 12 days.

60. At present the principle governing time made available for Bill Stages is
unclear.  Sir David Steel’s letter to Alan Wilson indicates that conveners have
rejected a ’standard’ period for external consultation.  This is not surprising in
conditions where the overall timing constraints are out of their hands, and
effectively in those of the Parliamentary Bureau.

61. In these circumstances what appears to happen is a ’best endeavours’
approach to consultation with external parties which seeks to ensure that, the
maximum amount of time possible is made available for the submission of
written evidence; and a reliance on consultations undertaken at a prior stage
by the Executive.  Such reliance may, or may not, always be appropriate in the
view of a particular committee however.

62. This case by case policy permits governance partners little or no opportunity to
co-ordinate written contributions to upcoming Bill consultations with other work,
and a principle of minimum periods for Bill Stages could be considered.

63. There could of course be no question (at this stage anyway) of imposing rigid
constraints.  Ahead of any full inquiry for legislative processes in the next
Session, standing orders changes would be premature.  Minimum periods for
Bill Stages on a voluntary, trial basis, could be discussed.

64. The time allowed for the passage of Bills at Stage 1 and Stage 2 needs to take
account of the requirement to consult the public adequately and to consider the
rationale for amendments fully.   Two calendar months for Stage 1, and 1
calendar month for Stage 2 could be reasonable.

65. Consideration could also be given to increasing the minimum period that must
elapse between the day on which Stage 1 is completed and Stage 2 starts,
perhaps from 7 whole sitting days to 21 whole sitting days.  This could give a
more realistic opportunity for Members and civic society to consider the Bill and
any amendments.

66. The Committee might give consideration to increasing the minimum period
between the day on which Stage 2 is completed and the day on which Stage 3
starts, perhaps from 9 whole sitting days where a Bill is amended at Stage 2,
and 4 whole sitting days where it is not amended at Stage 2, to 18 whole sitting
days and 9 whole sitting days respectively.  Such an extended period would
provide members and civic society with more time to consider any outstanding
issues and for any proposed amendments to be worked up.



67. Finally, where a committee is consulting at Stage 1 of a Bill, consideration
could be given to a "normal" period of consultation, perhaps no less than 6
weeks.   It might be argued that this could provide a better balance between
the pressures on consultees and the legislative momentum.

68. The timing allowed for Stage 1 and Stage 3 debates needs to reflect fully the
importance of these points in the legislative process.

69. Mr Alex Neil MSP wrote to the Presiding Officer, on 25 June 2002 to complain
about a particular instance in which the number of backbenchers called to
speak in the Stage 1 debate of the School Meals (Scotland) Bill was, in his
view, unacceptably small.  In his reply the Presiding Officer noted that the
Presiding Officers regularly review the management of debates; he further
noted that, "…during shorter debates in particular, we sometimes have difficulty
in including all of the backbenchers who wish to contribute."; and expressed,
"…some sympathy with your point…" He noted that 8 backbenchers spoke in
the debate and 4, who wished to speak, were not called.

70. The Presiding Officers attempt to ensure balanced debates within the
constraints of limited time.  The Committee could give consideration to a
convention that, normally, all MSPs who wish to speak once in a Stage 1
debate should be enabled to do so, and that appropriate timetabling
arrangements in these cases should be made.

71. Stage 3 debates are, by their nature, complex business management
occasions.  Because they are the last opportunity which Parliament will have to
debate a Bill however, it will be absolutely essential to ensure that the
Chamber is content that all of the key points have been made and that a
proportionate debate on the merits, amendments and points has taken place,
particularly where the Bill has been contentious.

72. Gauging these matters is the particular expertise of the Presiding Officer and
his deputies.  We think that the timetable arrangements must be such as to
allow the Presiding Officers maximum freedom of movement and should not
constrain the chair.

73. It is essential that subject committees have adequate time to consider
subordinate legislation.  To do so they require the time allocated to them for
this task in Standing Orders.

74. We noted above the difficulty reported by the Transport and the Environment
Committee.

75. It appears unacceptable for the Parliament's consideration of subordinate
legislation to be curtailed as in the example provided.  Subject committees who
experience any similar future difficulties might be asked to bring these to the
attention of the Committee.

76. Should non-MSPs be able to lodge amendments for Bills at Stage 2 directly
without having to persuade an MSP to do so on their behalf? Evidence was
received from the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors in Scotland to the



effect that: "Amendments have to be lodged by MSPs and it is difficult for
apolitical and smaller organisations to work with MSPs.  The RICS Scotland
would find it difficult to align itself with one particular MSP as we might be
considered to be entering the realms of politics.  We suggest that organisations
should be able to submit amendments to committee clerks.  The committee
could debate the amendments and adopt them as committee amendments."

77. On the other hand, solid evidence was received of people routing amendments
through MSPs, a process which appeared reasonably effective.  It may be
doubted whether individuals who approach MSPs consider that they are
aligning themselves necessarily with the general views of the MSPs.  Their
choice of MSP appeared to be based on a judgement about that MSP’s relative
effectiveness in pursuing the amendment.  In other cases, organisations
suggested amendments to all committee members, often by e-mail, and
worked with those who responded positively.

78. To permit non-MSPs to lodge amendments to Bills could carry resource
implications as the number of amendments lodged might rise.  In these
circumstances members would also need to accept that amendments sourced
from non-MSPs would need to be processed alongside their own with equal
priority.  Finally, it is arguably more logical in a traditional representative
democracy for MSPs to be the sole source of amendments.

79. At present non-MSPs cannot participate in the proceedings of the Parliament
for the reasons set out earlier in this report.  The act of lodging an amendment
amounts to participating in proceedings.  It follows that it is not possible in the
present circumstances to enable the public to lodge amendments directly.

Committee Bills

80. In the Scottish Parliament, the following committee sponsored Bills have
passed into law: the Protection From Abuse (Scotland) Act 2001 (ASP14) and
the Scottish Parliamentary Standards Commissioner Act 2002 (ASP 16).

81. There are a relatively small number of European countries where legislation
empowers committees of their parliaments to initiate legislation.  Kaare Strøm
identified only the Austrian, Icelandic and Swedish Parliaments in which all
committees have the power to initiate legislation.

82. A Non-Executive Bills Unit was set up on 1 August 2000.  The Unit's
responsibility in respect of members' Bills and Committee Bills is:

to support members in formulating, developing and lodging proposals for Bills

to assist committees and members in formulating their policy objectives

to support committees and members in the drafting of a Bill, and putting it
through the procedural stages

to assist Committee Clerks with the preparation and collation of all necessary
papers and documents required for committee scrutiny in relation to non-
Executive Bills, which the unit is supporting.



NEBU currently consists of 8 staff, including one support member.

83. As noted earlier, there was considerable disappointment amongst those who
wrote to us that committees had not been initiating more legislation.

84. The origin of legislation within the Parliament may not appear to be of
overwhelming importance.  What is really important is that legislation is well-
founded, i.e. that it works well and fulfils a palpable requirement; and that its
provisions have been the subject of rigorous scrutiny and wide participation
inside and outside the Parliament.

85. The role of committees in processing all legislation has been noted earlier, and
this vital contribution must not be lost sight of when assessing the relative
importance of their power to initiate legislation.

86. Is the origin of legislation important?  The importance of committees and
members having a realistic opportunity to promote legislation appears to lie
squarely in the participative nature of devolved Scottish politics.  The benefit to
the legislative process as a whole is that the potential source of proposals
within the Parliament has been widened realistically beyond the Scottish
Executive.

87. Where such sources proliferate, it is likely that opportunities for people outside
the Parliament to interest members in legislative proposals increases.  It is a
matter of considerable importance therefore that this relatively rare procedure
amongst European parliaments is working.

88. The Parliament’s overall responsibilities in this area are clear: firstly, to ensure
that sufficient resources are available to enable this aspect of participative
politics to figure as a regular feature of Parliamentary life; and, secondly, for
committees and members to promote worthy legislative ideas when these
present themselves.

89. If the present resources of the Parliament relative to the Executive noted in the
introductory section of this Report remain as at present, it is difficult to see the
current balance of Executive/Non-Executive legislation changing significantly.

90. The SPCB may wish to consider initiating work to identify an agreed normal
target period between a proposal being initiated with NEBU and the draft of a
Bill being published, so that the Parliament can be assured that demand and
resources in this area are in adequate balance and that this method of
legislation is not unduly impeded by reason of resources.

91. The Executive could be invited to agree that it has a role in facilitating, where
possible, committees’ and members’ legislative proposals, and in this way to
exemplify the politics of participation.  A present example of this is the
Executive’s detailed support for Keith Harding’s Dog Fouling (Scotland) Bill
(SPOR Col 15145).



92. Without these conditions being met fully and generously this method of
initiating legislation is unlikely to develop in the way envisaged by the CSG
from the present modest scale.

93. Two further matters may be relevant.  Firstly, Rule 9.15.7 which allows the
Executive, if it wishes, to pre-empt the proposals for a committee Bill by
indicating that "…an Executive Bill will be introduced to give effect to the
[committee's] proposal."

94. It is not clear why the initiative for a proposal should be taken away from a
committee in this way.  There may of course be practical reasons, for example
the resources available to the Executive might allow a perhaps more
technically reliable draft Bill to be published speedily. On the other hand,
Executive resources could be brought into play in such circumstances without
varying the Bill's ownership.

95. It might be thought however that the resources should not be the sole reason
for such action.

96. Secondly, Rule 9.14.2 permits Members to introduce, "…. no more than 2
Members' Bills in the same session."

97. This appears a somewhat arbitrary constraint on a particular legislative route.
If the number of Bills a member was able to introduce were to be raised
however the resources to cope would require to be adequate.

98. The CSG did not of course envisage that committees, or members, would
initiate the bulk of legislation in the Parliament.  Nor is reversing that position
realistic, or even desirable.  It is however important that the process be
fostered.

99. The Committee may consider that against this background, and considering
that the Parliament is in its first session, the small number of committee Bills
passed to date is not a cause for particular concern; but that it would be
reasonable to expect the numbers of committee Bills to rise in future years.

Post enactment legislative scrutiny

100. An enormous effort is applied in many quarters, inside and outside the
Parliament, to the business of developing policy, consultation and, where
appropriate, working up primary legislative proposals and carrying them
forward through the Parliamentary process to the point of enactment.
Thereafter, traditionally, the Parliament's focus switches away from the enacted
legislation.

101. The Committee may consider that the Parliament is accountable not only for
the quality of the legislative process but also has an inescapable interest in the
substance of the subordinate legislation, codes of conduct and guidance, which
often flow from primary legislation.



102. The Committee heard from Lucy Chapman and Dharmendra Kanani of the
Commission for Racial Equality about the importance of retaining
Parliamentary focus on post enactment legislation.  Discussing the Housing
(Scotland) Bill, they commented that the Parliament had a role to monitor the
nature and progress of guidance and secondary legislation flowing from that
provision and to ensure that such material reflected best practice and the
intention of the primary legislation:

"In the next few years and beyond, we must reach a point where we can audit
practice and establish the impact of legislation on delivery externally.  The
committees should lead on such inquiries on a thematic basis, whether on
something specific, such as housing, or more generally on matters such as
equalities in relation to a public service."

103. What is the extent and nature of post enactment legislative scrutiny
conducted in the Parliament?

104. After our discussion with these witnesses, the Social Justice Committee
advised us of the post enactment scrutiny work it is engaged upon currently on
the Housing (Scotland) Act 2001.

105. It was explained that at Stage 1 of the Bill the Executive had given an
undertaking to keep the Social Justice Committee closely informed of
developments in the making of orders and the drafting of guidance which is
required to implement fully the 2001 Act.  Underlying this initiative was a
recognition that the 2001 Act is not self-contained and that subordinate
legislation, codes of practice and guidance will be required to implement the
policy of the Act.

106. In order to scrutinise the implementation of the Act, and the subordinate
material anticipated to flow from it, the Social Justice Committee commissioned
external research from the University of Glasgow to help the committee to
create a scrutiny framework. This was set out in the committee’s report
"Monitoring the Impact of the Housing (Scotland) Act 2001."

107. What this report does is: "… to identify the aims and objectives of the
Housing Act and its individual components, to identify the secondary legislation
and guidance and to comment on its significance."  It continues:

"The report provides, first, an analysis of the top-level aims and objectives of
the Act.  This analysis is intended to provide the basic foundation for the
Committee's consideration of secondary legislation and guidance, and for its
monitoring of the Act's impact.  Second, the remainder of the report examines
each main topic of the Act in some detail.  For each topic the provisions of the
Act are introduced, followed by an analysis of its policy aims and how they
relate to the top-level aims…  The secondary legislation and guidance is then
listed in a comprehensive manner for each topic, and those elements which
seem to be of most significance to the achievement of the main policy aims of
the Act, and those which are the most contentious or politically relevant are
discussed…



…Stages 2 and 3 of the research comprise the identification of indicators for
the purposes of monitoring the Act, and the development of a monitoring
strategy.  These will be the subject of a separate report in due course."

108. Committee clerks were asked for information about post-legislative scrutiny
carried out by their committees.  The evidence obtained demonstrated that
there is no systematic Parliamentary approach to this aspect of legislation.

109. It appeared important that, where a Bill requires the making of secondary
legislation, guidance or codes to give it full effect, in the case of the majority,
that committees do keep track of, and report upon, the substance of these
subsequent initiatives in order to ensure that the aims intended by the
Parliament in passing the primary legislation are achieved.  This appeared to
be an obvious and essential part of the accountability function of the
Parliament.

110. The Committee may wish therefore to support the work of the Social Justice
Committee and other committees engaged on such scrutiny.  The framework
for scrutiny established by the Social Justice Committee appeared of a high
standard and is probably able to stand as a paradigm in providing:

"an analysis of the Act and its policy objectives

an examination of the secondary legislation and guidance proposals

a provision of what the secondary legislation and guidance might contain

the practical key indicators to consider and report on the Act's implementation

the monitoring and evaluation strategy, methodology, tools and timetable"

111. The firmly inclusive, co-operative and outward looking nature of this exercise,
with the committee, Scottish Executive, and outside bodies working together is
an attractive feature: "The Social Justice Committee … is … committed to
facilitating a role for a wide constituency of interested parties in this process.  It
is hoped that interested parties will find the attached research a useful aid in
developing an input to the forthcoming consultations."  This appears an
admirable aspiration squarely within the tradition of the Parliament's principles.

112. All committees may wish routinely to consider whether such a scrutiny is
appropriate for each piece of legislation that falls within their remit.

113. The Committee may consider that this activity is of sufficient importance to
figure formally in the Standing Orders.

Sewel Convention and Sewel Motions

114. The existence of a convention which effectively allows the UK Parliament the
responsibility for making law on devolved matters raises questions about the
affect such a convention could have upon the Parliament's ability to hold the
Executive to account.



115. During the passage of the Scotland Bill, Lord Sewel (Parliamentary Under-
Secretary of State in the Scotland Office) stated that the UK Government would
expect a convention to be established that the UK Parliament would not
normally legislate on devolved matters without the consent of the Scottish
Parliament.

116. This convention is commonly known as the ’Sewel convention’ and motions
lodged in the Parliament by the Scottish Executive to give consent for the UK
Parliament to legislate are referred to as ’Sewel motions’

117. Evidence was received on this subject but it has not been dealt with
exhaustively in this report principally because the Committee has agreed to
conduct a separate investigation.

118. Nevertheless Sewel motions are a highly significant means of legislating on
devolved matters.  They have obvious implications for accountability in the
Scottish Parliament.  A brief indication here of the scope of our separate inquiry
may be useful.

119. The constitutional fact is that the UK Parliament has an absolute right to
legislate on any matter, devolved or reserved.  The convention is that the UK
Parliament will not normally legislate on devolved matters.  This is logical
because were it to be normally otherwise and were the UK Parliament to
continue to legislate for Scotland on devolved matters, this could be said to
render the devolution settlement largely meaningless.

120. It is important therefore to bear in mind the exceptional nature of such
legislative action by the UK Parliament as envisaged in Lord Sewel’s speech,
and, therefore, that there would only be exceptional resort to the means of
facilitating such action, i.e. the Sewel motion.

121. Sewel motions may be seen from 2 perspectives.  Firstly, they are the
practical means whereby the UK Parliament leaves untouched its right to
legislate in devolved matters for Scotland, but establishes the exercise of this
power within the context of its devolution policy by establishing a ’norm’
whereby the Scottish Parliament’s views would be sought, and by implication,
respected.

122. From this perspective, the Sewel motion appears to offer protection for the
boundaries of the Parliament’s scope for legislative action, as set out in the
1998 Act.  It amounts to a self-denying ordinance on the part of the UK
Parliament, even although the latter’s right to legislate there for Scotland is in
no way undermined.

123. The second way of considering these motions is that the Sewel convention
allows the UK Parliament to select the legislation which it wishes to deal with
directly.  Also, by effectively routing to the UK Parliament legislative tasks
which might be regarded normally as the function of the Scottish Parliament,
the scope of this Parliament is narrowed and the opportunity to hold the
Scottish Executive accountable in the areas covered by the Sewel motions is
undermined.



124. Moving to the Sewel motion procedure in the Parliament, we encountered
some lack of clarity over the way such motions arise; surprise over the number
of such motions to date; and important issues of detail about the procedure for
such motions and implications implicit in that procedure.

125. The Scottish Executive supplied a memorandum to the Select Committee on
the Constitution of the House of Lords in April 2002 where it was stated that:
"… the Scottish Executive might agree with the UK Minister in charge of a
Westminster Bill that provision should be included in that Bill which relates to
devolved matters, subject to the agreement of the Scottish Parliament.
(emphasis added)" This seems to imply that the UK Government exercises the
initiative, with the Scottish Executive responding.  The contrary view was
expressed however that the initiative was taken by the Scottish Executive in
such matters.  It may well be that in practice and at present the initiative lies at
the hand of both UK Government and the Scottish Executive to be exercised
as considered appropriate.  This is a point we shall wish to clarify.

126. Surprise was expressed by one MSP over the number of Sewel motions
which have been lodged and which he thought seemed higher than envisaged.
In February 2002, the Presiding Officer, submitted a memorandum to the
House of Lords inquiry which showed that up to 7 February 2002 there had
been 31 Sewel motions.

127. It will be interesting to understand more about what underpins decisions
about whether to proceed with a Sewel motion in particular instances.  The
general criteria for their use are a matter of record:

" - where it would be more effective to legislate on a UK-wide basis, for
example to put in place a single UK regime (e.g. for confiscation of the
proceeds of crime, or measures to confront terrorism); or

where the UK Parliament is considering legislation which the Executive
considers should also be brought forward in Scotland, but no Parliamentary
time is available at Holyrood; or

where the provisions in question, although relating to devolved matters, are
minor and uncontroversial."

128. It has been suggested that Sewel motions should be referred to committees
of the Parliament for detailed examination and a report; that insufficient time
may be spent in the Chamber on them; that the Bills to which they refer are not
sufficiently tracked to ensure that this Parliament is made aware of changes
which could materially change the context in which a Sewel motion was
agreed; and that passing such a motion could be seen as being the equivalent
of 'signing a blank cheque'.

129. A number of other issues arose, some in the preliminary paper on the subject
which we discussed in June 2002:

Is it always appropriate for the UK Government to seek the consent of the
Scottish Parliament by first approaching the Scottish Executive?



Is the current practice of obtaining consent before a UK Bill’s second reading
in the House in which it is introduced appropriate?

Should Sewel motions be treated as a special category of motion given their
constitutional significance?

What would be the implications of a Sewel motion being denied agreement
by the Scottish Parliament?

At what point of amendment of a UK Bill named in a Sewel motion does the
consent given by the Sewel motion run out; are the present arrangements for
informing the Parliament about developments during the passage of the UK
Bill adequate; and who takes the initiative in returning to the Parliament for a
further Sewel motion?

Is the Executive’s memorandum about a Bill sufficient basis for the debate
upon a Sewel motion which it is proposed should be passed relating to that
Bill?

130. These points will be investigated in the separate inquiry.   This list may not be
exhaustive.  The views of the Scottish Executive and the UK Government have
been sought formally.

Financial accountability

131. Rule 5.8 of the Standing Orders sets out the obligations of the Parliament,
and especially the committees of the Parliament, in respect of scrutiny of the
Scottish Executive’s budget.

132. The budget process in the Scottish Parliament is one that exemplifies the
principles of power sharing and accountability.  It is designed to ensure that the
legislature, and through the legislature, the people at large have an opportunity
to test the policy assumptions underlying the various budgeting proposals.  It is
set up to enable the Parliament to avoid the lack of democratic accountability
which occurs when there is poor scrutiny arising from inadequate time for
consideration of the proposals and documentation couched in obscure
language and which lacks precise targets for performance measurement.

133. The work of the Finance Committee which is presently conducting a Financial
Scrutiny Review to consider the financial scrutiny arrangements relating to the
Scottish Executive’s budget process and methods of financial planning is
acknowledged.  The Finance Committee has yet to report.

134. While the arrangements for Parliamentary involvement in the budget were
central to the CSG, and while this Committee has had a certain amount of
evidence on this important subject, it seems sensible to us for the Parliament to
await the report of the Finance Committee before taking a final view on the
success to date of scrutiny of the budget process.

135. Meanwhile in the following brief section, we have noted the evidence we
have received with some tentative conclusions from that evidence,



remembering that these will require to be read in the context of the Financial
Scrutiny Review conclusions when those become available.

136. The Scottish budget process and the Parliament’s involvement with it were
determined on the basis of the recommendations of the Financial Issues
Advisory Group (FIAG).  FIAG was set up in February 1998 to recommend the
rules and procedures for the handling of financial issues by the Scottish
Parliament.  The stated objective of FIAG, in line with the general philosophy of
the Consultative Steering Group, was that the budget process of the Scottish
Parliament should be, "open, accessible and accountable to the people of
Scotland".  The Public Finance and Accountability (Scotland) Act 2000
enshrined these elements in legislation.

137. The expectations were that subject committees would have an active role in
making recommendations on spending priorities, and that the views of the
Scottish electorate would be channelled through the subject committees.  The
Parliament has the opportunity to comment on the Executive’s spending plans
at several points during the year prior to the annual budget being agreed.
Therefore, the Parliament’s input to the budget for 2003/4 will be made during
2002/3.

138. The following table describes the annual process for 2002-03 (with indicative
dates) and provides some textual descriptions of the process.  The first column
describes events that are not part of the three-stage process but which,
nonetheless, impact on the amount of funding available.

Other elements
Spring: UK Budget

End Year Flexibility Announcement
(before or after summer recess)

2 April: Publication of Annual
Expenditure Report

Finance Committee oversees
consultation process with subject
committees

April/May: Subject committees
examine relevant chapter.  Send
reports to Finance Committee

June: Finance Committee Reports to
Parliament.  parliament debates this
Report.

Stage 1 (March-June 2002)
The Annual Expenditure Report (AER)
is published and comprises a detailed
breakdown of the Executive’s spending
plans and priorities.  Each chapter will
cover the expenditure of particular
portfolios.  The relevant subject
committees will be responsible for
commenting on the relationship
between expenditure plans and policy
priorities in the spending area (this
may also involve consultation with
outside bodies and interested
individuals.)
These responses will be co-ordinated
by the Finance Committee, which will
report to the Parliament.  The Report
will be debated by the Parliament
before summer Recess.  In the light of
the Parliament’s input (and comment
from other interested bodies), the
Executive will prepare firmer plans.

UK Spending Review

October: Autumn revisions

Nov: UK Ore-Budget Report

20 September. Executive Publishes
draft Budget and Spending Plans

Subject committees examine and send
reports to Finance Committee

Finance Committee consider the draft
budget and may propose alternative

December: Finance Committee

Stage 2 (September-December 2002)
This year’s firmer spending plans will
be published in September 2002.
Again, each subject committee may
report to the Finance Committee on
relevant parts of the package, to
identify whether the Parliament’s Stage
1 recommendations have been acted
upon by the Executive.

At this stage the Finance Committee
has the option of putting forward an
alternative budget with the proviso that
this must keep within the over-all
spending limit set by the Executive’s



Report; Mid Dec: Parliament debates
Report

draft budget.  In any event, the
Finance Committee will produce a
Report by December 2002 which will
then be debated by the Parliament
before Christmas Recess.

February: Spring revisions

January: Executive produces
proposals (having considered
Parliament’s recommendations)

Parliament debates Budget Bill

Executive amendments and
Parliamentary vote

Stage 3 (January-February 2003)
The formal Parliamentary process of
enacting the Budget Bill.  The Budget
(Scotland) Bill will be introduced in
January 2003.  Only a member of the
Executive may move amendments.
parliament has a vote to accept or
reject it.  If accepted, it will authorise
expenditure for financial year 2003/4



Evidence

139. The Committee received significant evidence from within the Parliament on
this subject.

140. The Transport and the Environment Committee expressed its support for
wide consultation on the Executive’s spending plans, recognised that the
Parliament’s budget process was in its early stages and that there were
difficulties associated with making financial information transparent.  It had two
main concerns:

"… the Committee, as it has indicated in both the Stage 1 Budget Reports it
has completed to date, has concerns about subject Committees' ability to make
the contribution expected of them given the quality of information available and
the time allocated to the process."

141. This Committee was also concerned specifically about "performance
management information currently provided on the Executive's performance
against targets" which it did not consider was "adequate to the task."

142. The Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee took the general view that:
"There was a feeling [amongst the members] that the current arrangements for
scrutiny of the budget do not amount to full accountability."

143. The Justice 2 Committee stated that the evident time pressure did not always
preclude successful scrutiny:

"One of the challenges for the Committees will always be to find enough time
for proper and thorough scrutiny of the Executive.  During this years' budget
process, to ensure that the expertise of both Justice Committees was brought
to bear, three Justice meetings were being held each week (each committee
and a joint meeting), placing a considerable burden on both Members and
staff.  Nevertheless, this joint working led to a small but significant
achievement: by making time to hear outside evidence, and following it up with
the Minister, the Committee was able to pin down the Executive on an issue
which had proved elusive for the best part of a year (the meaning of figures
quoted for the cost of prisoner places).  The difficulty the committees had in
resolving this issue demonstrates that both time and good back-up are
essential if committees are to pursue the Executive successfully."

144. The Committee took evidence on 30 October 2001 from Mike Watson MSP,
then Convener of the Finance Committee, who also supplied a helpful
memorandum on behalf of the Finance Committee.

145. The Finance Committee considered that there were a number of issues, "…
where more work needs to be done in order to ensure that the CSG guiding
principles can be seen to be applied more rigorously.":

It is important that all budget documents are accessible, meaningful and
intelligible to the non-expert and provide relevant and timely information in



relation to planned spend and/or expected outcomes.  Improvement to the
budget documents are therefore required.

Sufficient time must be set aside throughout the Parliament for each of the
stages of the budget process.

The Committee believes strongly that the people of Scotland should engage
with the budget process and the decision making on spending priorities and
aims to do so by meeting outside Edinburgh at Stages 1 and 2 each year.

The Committee welcomes the moves towards equality proofing of budgets
and expects to see incremental improvements in future budget documents."

146. It is the responsibility of the Parliamentary Bureau to ensure that sufficient
time is set aside in the Parliamentary programme for all stages of the budget
(Rule 5.8).  This appears not to be happening.  We noted in particular the
Finance Committee’s view that the lack of time made available to subject
committees to consider the budget has an important - and potentially negative -
effect on the nature of their contribution to the process:

"Partly as a result of [time constraints] committees have not generally utilised
their ability to suggest alternative spending proposals and have, to date,
concentrated on the style and presentation of the budget documents.  This is
effective subversion of the policy intentions underlying the involvement of the
committees and needs to be reversed as a matter or urgency."

147. This Committee has had some previous involvement, in 2000, in the
procedures determining the Scottish Executive’s budget process.  Many
subject committees felt then that the time available in 1999-2000 for effective
consideration of the Executive’s formal proposals for 2001-2002 was
insufficient given the weight of other inquiry and legislative work of committees
which had to be completed before the summer recess.

148. We heard that 6 weeks or so had been allowed for committees to inquire,
take evidence and report to the Finance Committee on the Executive’s
proposals before that committee was required to report to the Parliament within
another 4 weeks.  The evidence was that the time allowed was insufficient and
that it caused great strains and reduced the ability of the committees to
contribute to the process in the way envisaged by the CSG and FIAG.

149. There were evidently considerable difficulties for the Finance Committee.  It
depended on the Executive ensuring that its proposals were brought forward in
good time; on the Bureau setting aside adequate time for consideration of the
proposals; and on the other the committees juggling their own timetables to
allow them to report timeously to the Finance Committee.  Sometimes external
factors (such as UK budget planning) had a bearing too.

150. The Finance Committee’s 11th Report 2000 had detailed the problems and
had offered a number of suggestions for improvement.



151. This Committee discussed the matter on 7 November 2000 when it endorsed
the effort of the Finance Committee to: "… try to include as much clarity,
transparency and exchange of views…" in the budget process as was possible
within the constraints noted above.  Later, the Convener wrote to the Finance
Committee, the Presiding Officer, George Reid MSP, the Conveners and the
members of the Parliamentary Bureau to reinforce these points.

152. When Mike Watson MSP appeared on 30 October 2001 he reinforced the
central points of his committee's memorandum and made additional points
about what was needed: more emphasis by committees on work on the
budget; a standing adviser whose expertise could be available to subject
committees and the Finance Committee; holding Executive and Finance
Committee public meetings at Stages 1 and 2 of the budget; clarity in budget
documentation' the equality proofing of budgets.  He also advised that
committee reports on the budget to the Finance Committee had "improved
slightly in the second year from the first year of the process"; that the Executive
had responded to "most" of the recommendations of the Finance Committee on
the form of the information required. He pointed to a lack of understanding
about resource accounting and budgeting, "year-by-year comparison, and
"basic accounting principles"", and stressed the desirability of making the
budget, in an appropriate form, something that was not confined to "academics,
local authorities and other groups with a direct interest", but was widely
disseminated and understood (although he was realistic about what was
possible in this area).

153. It appears both from Mike Watson's own comments on the quality of
committee responses, and because rather more committees complained about
timetabling to the Finance Committee in 2000 (5 complaints) than did to us in
2001 (2 complaints), that the timetabling problems of the process may not have
increased.

154. Even if such timetabling problems have been resolved however, it may be
that any further qualitative improvements in committees' input to the process
may be difficult without adjustments to the budget timetable.  While the Justice
Committees' joint working evidently did a good job of scrutiny, the additional
strain placed on the members and staff appeared considerable.

155. MORI Scotland reports that around 35% of MSPs are dissatisfied with the
mechanism of holding the Executive to account through the annual budget
process, with just 19% satisfied.  These figures show a lack of confidence in
this strand of accountability and may be related to committees having failed so
far, perhaps for reasons of time and resources, perhaps, to propose
substantive budget alternatives rather than cosmetic changes.

156. The need for committees to have sufficient time (and stability of membership)
not only to scrutinise the budget documents but to develop "read across" from
their Bill work and inquiries to their consideration of the budget - a point made
by the Finance Committee memorandum of evidence - means that even more
time is likely to be required if committees are to make a sustained, high quality
contribution to the budget process.  The lack of time about which MSPs
complain in this part of the Parliament's work is of a piece with complaints



generally on which we have commented.  We very much hope that the work of
the Finance Committee’s Review will shed light in this area.

157. The relationship of the Finance Committee and subject committees appears
to be the key to enabling the Parliament to conduct a meaningful scrutiny of the
budget detail.  The Finance Committee’s memorandum pointed to a change in
the Standing Orders to enable subject committees to examine the financial
implications of Bills alongside the policy implications.

158. The relationship between the Finance Committee and the subject committees
and their division of responsibilities, could be kept under routine consideration
in order to ensure that the best possible use is made of subject committee
expertise.

159. The use of budget advisers by subject committees and the Finance
Committee seems sensible.

160. The Committee might consider that the importance of having documentation
in plain English is greater than in any other area of government.  This ambition
is not an end in itself.  Transparency encourages engagement with the budget
process, while the persistence of ’jargon’ discourages such engagement.

161. The Finance Committee is working with the Minister for Finance and his
officials to improve the budget documents and the quality of information in
them.  Hopefully, this means that there is a consensus about the need to
reduce ’jargon’ in government finance, and also to improve the clarity of
performance measurement as noted by the Transport and the Environment
Committee.  It could be helpful to involve the users of these statistics, including
the public, as consultees in the course of this work.

162. Such measures probably need to be complemented by holding meetings on
the budget in public and dispensing with private meetings unless these are fully
justified.  Meetings of the Finance Committee outside Edinburgh may be a
good idea, both to flag the importance to everyone of this area of scrutiny and
to encourage interest in a traditionally rather obscure area of accountability.
That the fostering of such interest may be a long haul does not lessen the
importance of persisting with such initiatives.

163. The total budget of the Scottish Executive in 2003-04 is planned to rise to
over £22 billion.  The process of scrutinising this is a matter of legitimate
interest to every person in the country.  More probably needs to be done if the
challenge of widening the public circle of interest and participation in public
finance is to be met.

164. Advisors must not of course become a substitute for members' own
developed expertise in scrutinising the budget.  Such scrutiny appears to be a
function basic to the job of being a member of the Scottish Parliament.  The
Parliament might therefore consider offering appropriate budget training for
MSPs to ensure they feel equipped for this job.



165. ’Outreach’ documents and presentations might feature scrutiny of the budget
process as a central responsibility of the Parliament.   Participation Services
might consider how opportunities for the public to learn about the budget and,
in particular, the Parliament’s role in it.

166. The Parliament’s website could track the budget process as it moves through
its stages in as accessible and attractive a manner as possible.

167. The work of SPICe in publishing documents which explain the budget using
plain and accessible language could be commended.

Auditor General for Scotland

168. The Committee received an interesting memorandum of evidence from Mr
Robert W. Black, Auditor General for Scotland.

169. The Auditor General directs Audit Scotland, which has a staff of 240 and an
annual budget of £16 million.

170. The reports produced by Audit Scotland are considered by the Parliament's
Audit Committee.  Where significant issues arise there the Audit Committee
may inquire into them and make its own report to the Parliament.

171. This process is a central part of the parliament's scrutiny function of holding
the Scottish Executive and public bodies to account.  Mr Black considers the
organisation he heads to be: ".. primarily a resource to assist the Parliament in
holding to account the Scottish Executive and those who run public
organisations in Scotland."

172. Audit Scotland reports are marked by the rigour of their research, their
comprehensive factual basis and general high quality.  Traditionally the public
profile of many such reports has been high.

173. In his evidence Mr Black has made a number of suggestions for developing
relations between the 2 bodies.

174. Firstly, he considers that the Audit Committee has been effective; is "rightly
seen" as the committee of first call on Audit Scotland reports; and the
committee generally best placed to offer suggestions on the future work
programme of Audit Scotland.  He believes that where the results of an inquiry
carried out by Audit Scotland are "directly relevant" to the work of a subject
committee that report might be considered by that committee as well as by the
Audit Committee.

175. Secondly, he would like the Parliament as a whole, including the subject
committees, to be able to comment upon Audit Scotland's forward work
programme.  The Audit Committee presently comments upon this programme.
He considers that mutual awareness of forthcoming work and interests
between Audit Scotland and the committees would aid the Parliament in
maximising the assistance Audit Scotland can offer the Parliament in its



scrutiny function.  He provides an example of where the work of Audit Scotland
might assist a committee.

176. Thirdly, Audit Scotland produces an "overview" report on such issues as:
"…significant matters arising from the audit of the accounts of NHS bodies,
further education bodies, and finally on the core departments of the Executive
and other public bodies in Scotland."; and the audit of the accounts of local
authorities.  He proposed that the Audit Committee might report on "overview"
matters, and that report could be the basis of an annual debate in the
Parliament's plenary session.  Such a debate, he thinks, "…would provide an
opportunity to question the Ministers on significant matters arising from reports
by the Auditor General and the Controller of Audit, and the Audit Committee in
the previous year."

177. These matters are for the Audit Committee in the first instance.

178. The Parliament could consider the reports of Audit Scotland as material aids
to the process of holding the Scottish Executive to account, particularly given
the great imbalance between the resources available directly to the Parliament
and to the Executive.

179. In this context, we note Mr Black's proposal that subject committees might
make use of Audit Scotland reports, and consider that an element of work co-
ordination, possibly overseen by the Audit Committee, could be a healthy
development.

180. The notion of a regular plenary process to permit the debate of salient points
arising from audit "overview" may commend itself.  Value for money and
performance issues both lie at the heart of government and scrutiny.  The
precise nature of any such process might be best left up to the Audit
Committee.  This would appear to be an excellent opportunity for the
Parliament to raise the profile of the fundamental area of scrutiny once or twice
yearly.

Parliamentary Questions process

181. The process of parliamentary questions (PQs) and answers is a major aspect
of the accountability of the Scottish Executive to the Parliament and, because
the questions and answers are published, to the public.

182. MORI Scotland found that 47% of MSPs were 'satisfied' with the
arrangements for submitting written PQs, and 44% with the arrangements for
oral PQs.

183. PQs lie at the heart of the traditional Parliamentary accountability structure.
It may be that, like legislation, the Committee could consider this area for a
fundamental review in future given its importance to the Parliament.  We have
made proposing improvements to the process of questioning and answering a
priority over the past 3 years.



184. That work covered several aspects of the written PQ process and established
a number of points designed to make the process more transparent and
efficient.  Amongst these are:

- the establishment of an agreement between the Scottish Parliament and the
Scottish Executive to monitor the volume of written PQs and the success of
the Scottish Executive in meeting its agreed deadlines for answers.  Figures
are published regularly by the Parliament and these, and the process
generally, is reviewed by this Committee with the participation of the
Minister for Parliamentary Business.

- acceptance that "holding answers" to PQs should be exceptions.

- the establishment of a standing seminar to aid MSPs, researchers and
officials of the Executive on PQs and related matters, in particular
identifying the range of sources of information available to MSPs.

- agreement with the Scottish Executive that MSPs may now contact officials
of the Executive directly in order to pursue points of information.

- acceptance where there is insufficient time available in the Chamber to make
Executive policy announcements by means of a Ministerial statement that
"arranged PQs" can be used, subject to an undertaking that such PQs
would be  clearly identified and that the answer would be provided after the
day on which the question was lodged in order to allow MSPs time to
prepare.

Separate work on the format of Question Time and the applicability of PQs to
non-departmental public bodies was also agreed.

185. Adjustments have also been made to the deadlines for PQs around holiday
periods to balance the requirements of accountability with the "family friendly"
ethos of the Parliament, and further adjustments may be in train.

186. The volume of questions has continued to grow.  This has not affected
adversely the Executive’s ability to improve its figures for answering PQs on
time.  We think that the Parliament-Executive agreement has facilitated this
trend.

187. It was surprising however to note from the Scottish Executive’s monitoring
figures that MSPs had made use of the new arrangements to contact officials
of the civil service directly on points of information on only 112 occasions.  The
purpose of these arrangements is both to ease the pressure on the PQ system
wherever possible, and to provide MSPs with an added resource for their own
work.  It may be that the Committee would wish to commend the use of this
facility by their colleagues.

188. The Committee proposes later in this Session, time permitting, to consider
the outstanding issues of Question Time and PQs concerning NDPBs and
other public bodies.  Should this not prove possible, the balance of work might
be pursued by this Committee in the next Parliamentary session.



Concerns expressed

189. Various concerns were expressed about the PQ process in the course of the
Inquiry.

190. Ian McKay of the Educational Institute of Scotland characterised the PQ
arrangements in the Parliament negatively as being in "Westminster style", with
an approach, "… that might be described as politically motivated questions and
obfuscated replies from civil servants…[which]… offers little opportunity for
proper dissemination of information, and the increasing use of planted
questions to make ministerial statements underlines the fact that the process is
being used as a platform rather than providing information for public use."

191. Gavin Scott of the Freight Transport Association thought that the quality of
written answers was often poor: "Non-answers to questions".  "Answers such
as, 'The Minister meets lots of people and talks about all sorts of things," is not
an answer to a question…  That sort of reply does nothing to enhance the
standing of the Parliament.

192. Brian Jamieson of Scottish Enterprise thought that PQs were sometimes a
"cumbersome" way of obtaining information:

"Parliamentary Questions are, obviously, a legitimate device.  In some cases
the MSP wants to get the information into the public domain and it is
appropriate that they ask a parliamentary question.  That is, however, a
cumbersome device to use to get information that they require privately.  After
the question is asked, it passes through the Executive, circulates around
looking for a home, comes to us through our sponsoring department
eventually, and has to be turned around often within 48 hours.  It is often
difficult to understand from the question what the questioner wants and, by that
time, there is usually not enough time to pinpoint the precise essence of the
question."

"Although a parliamentary question is a legitimate device for holding the
Executive to account and getting information into the public domain, very often
it is asked just to elicit information which we would be delighted to supply by
letter, e-mail or fax.  Very often a simple phone call to an MSP's assistant or
researcher can deal in minutes with a mater that would take days to deal with
through the parliamentary question process."

"That is not to say that we do not want PQs, but the growth in their number has
been enormous, We have had to devote a considerable additional resource to
that and it is disproportionate to the resource that we have used in dealing with
consultations and committee inquiries."

193. These 3 comments are all critical: the EIS considers many written PQs to be
shot through with political gamesmanship; the Freight Transport Association
attacks many answers for avoiding answering the question; Scottish Enterprise
seeks a more discriminating use of PQs by MSPs.



194. We draw to the Parliament’s attention the impression conveyed by these
witnesses which suggests that outside the Parliament aspects of the written
PQ process may be threatening the respect in which it is held.

195. The rationale for decisions about whether or not to lodge a written PQ need
to be transparent.  The quality of the answers provided needs to be
consistently high.  Where answers appear cursory or dismissive they can
diminish respect for the Parliament.    

196. In addition to the impression conveyed, these points concerned substantial
issues.  The PQ process here is, obviously, derived from Westminster.  While
the "dissemination of information" is an important aspect of PQs, it is not the
only aspect: "The Committee notes that MSPs are free to ask
parliamentary questions within the rules laid down by the Parliament in
standing orders.  They may be motivated to ask parliamentary questions for
perfectly legitimate political reasons."

197. The written (and oral) PQ is not solely a device for extracting information and
disseminating it.  It is used for a political purpose which is to hold the Executive
to account.  For backbenchers, the objective of lodging a PQ may be as much
to obtain a reply from the Executive on the record as to obtain the substance of
the reply. This essentially political aspect of PQs requires to be recognised.

198. Brian Jamieson of Scottish Enterprise put forward evidence about the volume
and purpose of PQs.  Some time ago we undertook comparative work on the
volume of questions in other parliaments and assemblies.  The results were not
conclusive:

"There is a significant range in the volume of Questions being asked in the
various parliaments and assemblies looked at [Westminster-House of
Commons, Welsh Assembly, Dail, Swedish Parliament, Australian House of
Representatives].  These differences cannot be explained solely by the size of
the parliament or the number of members.  For example, while there are only
166 members of the Dail they managed around 22,500 parliamentary
questions in the last parliamentary year.  Yet, 349 Swedish MPs lodged only
382 questions in a three-month period during which their 128 Scottish
counterparts lodged 1,800 questions."

199. It was not possible to determine with any degree of precision the causes for
the ebb and flow of PQs, although, in general, political factors, such as
nationally contentious issues, the nature of the material political debate, the
place of PQs in the structure of accountability, all play a part, as will many
other factors.

200. Where MSPs wish to establish facts there is a wide range of alternative
sources available apart from the PQ.  These are listed in paragraphs 29 to 32
of this Committee’s 2nd Report 2001.  It is now even possible to obtain such
material directly from Scottish Executive officials, though few Members seem to
be taking advantage of this so far.



201. We noted Scottish Enterprise’s willingness to respond quickly to telephone,
letter, e-mail and fax enquiries.  This accords with previous advice offered by
us:   

202. The relentless increase in the number of PQs may risk devaluing the
significance of this method of seeking out information, particularly where it is
clear either that the information sought could have reasonably been obtained
from published sources, or that some other more appropriate and cost effective
means of obtaining it could have been used.

203. It is vitally important that the integrity of the PQ process is guarded.  Where
members wish to bring an issue to public notice, and conduct a dialogue with
the Executive about it as an aid to accountability, then the PQ route is entirely
appropriate.  Where factual information alone is sought alternative sources of
information are available."

204. So far as so-called "planted" or "inspired" questions are concerned this
Committee has entertained considerable unease about their validity, while
acceding to their use with safeguards.  A detailed paper on the issue was
considered at our meeting on 6 March 2001.

205. The Parliament’s present practice is to "flag" questions that are "inspired" and
are therefore to be used as hooks on which to hang Executive policy
announcements.  The position with each question like this is therefore
transparent, at least to those inside the Parliament who operate directly within
the system.  The issue is whether the practice is sufficiently transparent, and
the best procedure we are able to devise for communicating policy from the
Executive.

206. The view of the Scottish Executive on this matter was set out by an official in
evidence:  "The inspired parliamentary question and the answer to an inspired
parliamentary question form a mechanism for informing Parliament about those
issues about which the Executive considers Parliament has a right to be
informed."

207. The Executive’s "Guidance on Scottish Parliamentary Questions" document
identified the occasions where, "… it is most convenient for the Executive to
bring a matter of policy to the attention of the Parliament by means of an
inspired written parliamentary questions:

- to announce the outcome of a consultation exercise

- to announce the publication of a report; and

- for matters which are not so significant as to require a Ministerial
   statement."

208. This practice allows the Executive to modulate its announcements strategy,
reserving only major announcements for Ministerial statements.



209. These apparent advantages to the Executive may not, however, outweigh the
disadvantage to transparency generally of having what is, in effect, a ’2 tier’
system for Ministerial policy announcements.  This practice continues to
provoke unease.

210. The Committee may consider that the appropriate transparency standard to
be applied here should be what is evident to the public. Members and
parliamentary officials will be aware that while the Ministerial statement route
will contain major announcements, more minor matters will be announced in
the answers to "inspired" PQs - ’tagged’ in the relevant parliamentary
publication.  There will not be that complete degree of awareness outwith the
Parliament however.  ’Tagging’ was an improvement on the previous obscure
practice, but it might not be thought to be sufficiently transparent.

211. The Committee may wish to consider that when the Executive wishes to
make a policy statement or comment then it should do so using the highest
standard of transparency by making a Ministerial statement to the Parliament
and that the practice of ’inspired’, ’planted’ or ’tagged’ questions should cease,
as has been recommended for the House of Commons.

General Debates in the Chamber

212. MORI Scotland found that only 27 per cent of MSPs thought that general
debates in the Chamber of the Parliament were a satisfactory way of holding
the Executive to account.  23 per cent were dissatisfied, and 50 per cent were
neutral.  When analysed by party a minority (41 per cent) of Scottish Executive
coalition members and 13 per cent of Non-Executive Members were satisfied.

213. General debates offer the Executive an opportunity to ’showcase’ its policies
and perhaps that is how they are seen by most members and the public.
Winning a vote at Decision Time in the Chamber on a motion of support for a
particular policy, while it is a foregone conclusion where an Executive majority
exists, helps the Executive to legitimise that policy.

214. Usually such motions are the subject of amending motions put forward by the
Non-Executive parties and which seek to challenge aspects of Executive policy
embodied by the Executive motion.  This procedural formula allows the
Executive and Non-Executive parties to explain their positions on issues for
debate, and to challenge the underlying premises of their opponents’ position.

215. This latter aspect carries a distinct mutual scrutiny element where the
Executive and Non-Executive parties are required (in the cut and thrust of
debate) to justify and defend their policy positions.  If the ’scrutiny’ is ultimately
weak therefore (because the substance of debate rarely, if ever, has the effect
of reversing the governing party or coalition position) debates retain some
importance as occasions when the vigour of policy positions are able to be
tested.



216. It is noteworthy that, while the Committee received a great deal of evidence
about committees - much of it positive - it received, by contrast, little about
business conducted in the Chamber, and much of that was lukewarm or
critical.

217. While some of the work of the Chamber is probably always going to be
humdrum and also relatively technical - and therefore of limited interest - the
Parliament will probably wish to examine its plenary arrangements on a
continuing basis to ensure that these are contributing as fully as possible to
sustaining an open, accessible, accountable and interesting Parliament.

218. General debates are opportunities for informed debate, on the national stage,
about the areas of responsibility which have been devolved to the Parliament
and which have relevance to the Scottish people.  This is not always how such
occasions are perceived however.

219. It is debatable whether the formula of motion and amendment followed by a
vote is invariably suitable for general debates.

220. The format of such debates reinforces the likelihood that party political
positions will determine the tone and nature of the exchanges.  This lends such
occasions a strong aspect of predictability, with speeches and votes following
Party lines.  Instead of opening new horizons on the issues being debated, this
formal style of debate tends to lead to the simple reiteration of party positions
and a reinforcement of party differences.  The style of these debates might be
argued to run counter to the principle of a consensual Parliament, and certainly
provides a contrast with much of the work of the committees.

221. A proportion of general debates will continue to demand the
motion/amendment/vote mechanism where the party which initiates the debate
considers a particular subject touches on an important party political policy
position.

222. In addition to debates using this format however, there may be a case for the
Parliament giving consideration to subject based debates in which there would
be no motion and no vote.  Such debates could prove significantly different
from motion-based ones, which are fuelled by party political considerations,
and could offer the Parliament an opportunity for a more expansive, reflective
and considered investigation of a subject or issue.

223. It would seem sensible to initiate subject debates on a trial basis.

224. In circumstances in the future, if the Parliament has acquired full control of its
procedures, the Parliament might even consider inviting individuals from
outside the Parliament with a particular contribution or expertise to participate
in such debates from the floor of the Chamber.  Such a convention could
further enhance the relevance of such debates to the wider world.

225. In the choice of topics for such debates, the Parliament will require to ensure
that the topicality and timing of subjects for debate are apt.



Members’ Business

226. The CSG Report recommended that time be set aside specifically for private
members’ business.  The intention was to allow members to raise constituency-
related issues which were non-controversial.

227. Since the first such debate on 8 June 1999 until 26 September 2002, 219
members’ debates have been held.  Up to 45 minutes at the end of plenary on
Wednesdays and Thursdays when the Parliament is sitting is set aside for such
debates.  The debates pass without a vote and attendance is usually meagre.

228. The level of attendance does not undermine the rationale for such business.
These debates provide opportunities to introduce local business on to the
national stage.  The Committee may consider that these debates should be
encouraged as representing a recognition in the Parliament of the need to
connect with local concerns.

229. We commented earlier on the importance of focussing more of the
Parliament’s media work on local newspapers, recognising, as in dealing with
petitions, that many people engage with the Parliament as a result of local
issues emerging in the work of the Parliament.  Members’ business affords
another opportunity to engage with local issues.  These are often not of a party
political nature, and, as votes are not called, the debates tend to be free of
partisanship.  Possibly partly as a result, these debates frequently attain a
quality and freshness which the present general debates often lack.

230. The Committee might consider 3 changes which could possibly streamline
existing practice.

231. Firstly, the system for selection of the members and business for such
debates could be changed.  Under present rules there are no timetabling
decisions to be made as the upper time limit of, and time for, these debates are
fixed, and the debates almost always assume a non-party political flavour.
Under the present arrangements motions for such debates are determined by
the Bureau.  In practice the motions are selected by the parties’ business
managers, and this could be argued to be inappropriate in the circumstances of
backbench members’ debates.

232. Secondly, it is appropriate at least to question the practice of placing
Members’ Business after Decision Time.  This might be seen to mark it,
unfairly, as a poor relation of other plenary business.  This impression is
reinforced by the often rather disruptive exit from the Chamber of most
members as the Presiding Officer or a deputy is attempting to initiate the
business.  This appears presentationally poor.

233. The Committee might discuss recommending the  re-positioning of at least
one of the Members’ Business sessions during the period 14.00-17.00 on
Wednesday or 09.30-17.00 on Thursday early in the next Session on a trial
basis and where a motion has attracted a high level of support.  The



Committee would review this experience and report to the Parliament.  An
amendment to Rule 5.6.1(c) would be required.

234. Thirdly, if the Parliament were to decide at some future period to increase the
time for plenary business, it might give consideration to increasing the time
available to Members’ Business also.

235. Fourthly, given the largely non-party political subjects of motions for
Members’ Business debates, parties may wish to agree to a convention that
support for members’ motions should not be subject to party discipline.

Time in the Chamber

236. Various aspects of time allocation in the Chamber are sometimes criticised
by members.

237. The CSG took pains in balancing constituency, plenary, committee, party
political and travelling pressures when devising a proposed weekly timetable
for the Parliament.

238. The proportion of time devoted by the Parliament to work in the Chamber
stands as an indication of the importance in which it holds plenary work.

239. The Committee circulated a questionnaire to members in October 2002
seeking views on whether there was an appetite for further work to investigate
whether the present time available in plenary was correct.

240. It will be important to keep a consistently open mind about the Parliamentary
timetable as a whole, though this does not mean a departure from the idea of
’family friendly’ hours which has wide support inside and outside the
Parliament.

Civil service, ’arms length’ bodies, and modernisation of government

241. Comments about the civil service in some evidence received in the inquiry
prompted brief reflection on Parliament’s procedural relationship with the civil
service, Executive agencies, and Non-Departmental Public Bodies (NDPBs)
with close ties to government but operating at arms length from it on a day-to-
day basis; and the modernisation of government.

242. There is comment elsewhere on the confusion many people appear to
experience over the labels applied to parts of the devolved government
structures.  There was some uncertainty about how the civil service fitted into
the picture.  One of the responses we received noted: "The use of the term
"Executive" to describe both the body of Ministers and the civil service
causes…confusion."  This common practice of conflating the civil servants
serving the Scottish Ministers with the Ministers does not reflect the statutory



position, but Highlands and Islands Enterprise has drawn attention to what is a
significant problem.

243. The Scottish Executive is defined in Section 44 of the 1998 Act as comprising
the First Minister, the other Ministers appointed by him under Section 47 of the
Act, and the 2 Law Officers.

244. The Scottish Executive is a part of a larger entity called "The Scottish
Administration" which comprises "Ministers and their staff".  The "staff" in
question are the civil servants working for the Ministers of the Scottish
Executive.  Section 51 of the Act makes clear that the civil servants are
members of the Home Civil Service, a unified United Kingdom civil service.

245. The term "Scottish Executive" does not in statute cover the civil service,
which is a separate part of the "Scottish Administration".   The CSG principle of
accountability does not apply directly to the Administration in the sense of civil
servants being accountable to the Parliament.  The phrase, "The Scottish
Executive" should be accountable to the Scottish Parliament….." refers to the
accountability of Ministers, not the civil service.

246. The CSG Report did not consider the structure of the executive branch (i.e.
the Government), or the relationship between Ministers, civil servants and
MSPs because it was not in its remit to do so.

247. Nevertheless, civil servants do interact directly with the Parliament.  They
appear regularly at committees as witnesses.  They brief Committees and,
occasionally, ad hoc meetings of MSPs, and it is now accepted that MSPs are
entitled to approach civil servants directly in a range of ways in pursuit of
relevant information.  The evidence received in the course of the inquiry did
raise a number of concerns about the role of the civil service in relation to the
Parliament.

Evidence

248. The Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee stated that: "There is
probably a need to clarify the relationship between civil servants and the
Parliament (committees)."

249. The Committee continued on to note that: "There was… a concern that public
bodies beyond the Executive such as SHEFC, SFEFC or the SQA were not as
directly accountable as necessary, and how their accountability could be
improved should be examined."

250. Other evidence referred to  "a secretive civil service"; an impression gained
that: "… the executive will only let the public, and the parliament, know what
the executive want them to know…"; and that there was "no access to civil
servants by the Scottish electorate to question them on legislative issues…"



251. On the other hand: "Officials are …willing to conduct informal discussions at
an early stage in the policy development process with a wide variety of
organisations.  This undoubtedly means that by the time formal consultation
takes place, a number of issues have been clarified and the process of policy
development is more advanced."

252. These are mixed experiences and perceptions and it may be helpful to
summarise the present position with regard to the Civil Service.

Discussion

253. What the Hansard Society Commission on Parliamentary Scrutiny termed a
"classical" expression of Ministerial accountability, was that of Sir Edward
Bridges, then Permanent Secretary to the Treasury:

"It is upon Ministers, and not upon civil servants that the powers of Government
have been conferred: and it is Ministers…who are answerable to Parliament for
the exercise of those powers…Save in special circumstances…civil servants
have no powers of their own."

254. Where civil servants do exercise the powers of Ministers it is because these
are delegated to them.  Such instances do not therefore disturb the principle of
Ministerial accountability as, for example, expressed in the Scottish Ministerial
Code: "Ministers have a duty to the Parliament to account, and be held to
account, for the policies, decisions and actions taken within their field of
responsibility…"

255. The memorandum of evidence given to this Committee by the Scottish
Executive explains how Ministerial accountability and the role of civil servants
relate to each other in terms essentially the same as Bridges' formulation of
almost half a century previously:

"The Scottish Executive places a great deal of importance on the
modernisation and opening up of the political process.  Accountability to the
Parliament and to the people of Scotland is central to this.  The lines of
accountability are clear: civil servants are accountable to Scottish Ministers,
who in turn are accountable to the Scottish Parliament (emphasis supplied)."

256. The ground rules for civil servants appearing before committees of the
Parliament are set out in The Scottish Executive document "Scottish Executive
Evidence and Responses to Committees of the Scottish Parliament."  The
salient points are:

"A central principle of the relationship between officials and Committees is that
officials who give evidence to Committees do so on behalf of their Ministers,
and under their directions and with their approval.  This in turn reflects the
principle that it is Ministers who are directly accountable to the Parliament for
both their own policies and for the actions of their Executive Departments."



"Officials are accountable to Ministers and are subject to instruction; they are
not directly accountable to Parliament.  This does not mean, of course, that
officials may not be called upon to give a full account of Executive policies, or
indeed of their own actions on recollections of particular events.  But their
purpose in doing so is to contribute to the central process of Ministerial
accountability, not to offer personal views or judgements on matters of political
controversy… "

257. This framework for civil servants - it is the Scottish version - is a matter for
the Government.  It has not been endorsed by the Westminster Parliament.

258. A resolution of the Westminster Parliament was passed in 1997 agreeing
basic principles for civil servants providing evidence to Parliamentary
committees:

"…Ministers should require civil servants who give evidence before
Parliamentary Committees on their behalf and under their directions to be as
helpful as possible in providing accurate and truthful and full information in
accordance with the duties and responsibilities of civil servants set out in the
Civil Service Code."

259. The Civil Service is a reserved matter under the terms of the 1998 Act.  Civil
servants serving the Scottish Executive are members of the Home Civil Service
which also serves Ministers of the UK Government and the Welsh Assembly.
The consequence is that the terms of civil servants' engagement with the
Parliament is not under the Parliament's control.  Any change in these terms
would appear to require changes to primary legislation at Westminster. The
implications of the current position and possible changes to it have been the
subject of considerable academic comment.

260. It is not within the present remit of the Committee to range over the full role of
the civil service, or the relationship between civil servants working within the
Scottish Administration and the rest of the UK civil service; but it does seem
appropriate to consider the role played by civil servants in the scrutiny work
done by the Scottish Parliament.

261. The business of committees taking evidence from the Executive could hardly
proceed satisfactorily without the presence of officials alongside Ministers:
"Modern Government is so complex, and a Minister's functions so varied, that
most of the work of each department is carried out with little reference to the
Minister."  The reality is that no parliament would be able to scrutinise
government effectively without questioning civil servants.

262. The present rules of engagement between the civil service and Committees
recognise and facilitate this, rendering less glaring the effective 'fiction' that
Ministers are able, genuinely and practically, to be responsible for every act
undertaken in their department.

263. The short document or 'protocol' agreed between the Scottish Executive and
the committee clerks of the Parliament assumes without fuss that civil servants



will be available to give oral evidence, and sets out the procedure for the
Executive giving evidence on that basis.

264. The Committee has not been made aware of any reluctance on the part of
the Executive to permit an official to attend a committee for the purpose of
providing evidence.  The Committee’s own experience of having officials from
the Department of the Minister for Parliamentary Business before us has been
a positive one.

265. The Committee may wish to reflect on the continuing importance of the
Parliament and its committees continuing to call for evidence from officials
serving the Scottish Executive and generally to nurture this highly significant
relationship.

266. Members have the opportunity, when appropriate, to use the facility - now
agreed between the Parliament and the Executive - to telephone officials
directly using the Executive telephone directory on the Parliament’s intranet
facility.

267. It is likely to be important also for the civil service to continue to conceive its
relationship with the Parliament and its committees in progressively positive
and creative terms.

268. In partnership with the Scottish Executive and the Parliament, the civil
service is a key element in the structure of governance.  Some academic
commentators have noted "questions about the responsiveness and innovative
ability of the civil service", and an impression given there that it has been in
some sense left behind in a Scotland of new political structures.  No explicit
evidence was received to support such views.  An open relationship between
committees and the civil service should be the key way to dispelling any
misapprehensions between them.

269. Tom McCabe MSP, then Minister for Parliament, invited the Committee to
consider how to improve "relationships and communication with civil servants."

270. To an important extent the Parliament’s ability to develop its relationship with
the civil service and obtain the co-operation of officials in the work of
committees is likely to depend upon Members’ own willingness to press for
officials’ attendance and to seek to engage with them using the existing
conventions.  Within these conventions as set out above there appears to be
considerable leeway to develop matters.

271. The Executive might be asked to continue to facilitate officials’ presence at
committees and encourage them at all times to provide evidence which is full
and helpful.



’Arms Length’ bodies

272. It is the case that a great deal of the work of government has left the ’core’
departments to various bodies, Executive Agencies and Non-Departmental
Government or Public Bodies over the past 15-20 years.

273. So far as these ’arms length’ bodies are concerned, it appears essential for
Parliamentary committees to have access to those actually directing and
working in these bodies:  "… if accountability is only through Ministers, in
respect of an agency with hundreds of officers and thousands of clients, the
chain is too long … and true accountability is weakened."

274. The proliferation of reports, accounts and Management Statements setting
the relationship between Ministers, central departments and 'arms length'
bodies provides fertile ground for the Parliament to direct its scrutiny of such
'quangos'.

275. To take one example at random, the "Management Statement between
Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Department and Highlands and Islands
Enterprise" identifies clearly the accountability lines running between the
Parliament, the Scottish Executive, the civil servants and Highlands and
Islands Enterprise itself.  It is the Departmental Accountable Officer who is "…
accountable to Parliament for the issue of grant-in-aid and ensuring that the
funding is within the scope and the amount authorised by Budget Act and that
Parliamentary authority has been sought and given."  The Chief Executive of
Highlands and Islands Enterprise is, "… accountable to Parliament on the use
or stewardship of public funds by Highlands and Islands Enterprise;"

276. The accountability trail moves on to the Auditor General for Scotland through
whom, "… Parliament exercises oversight and scrutiny of Highlands and
Islands Enterprise", and who lays reports before the Parliament which the Audit
Committee uses to examine Highlands and Islands Enterprise's, "… propriety
and value for money…", on which the Head of the Department of Enterprise
and Lifelong Learning will: "… normally be witnesses in any Audit Committee
examination of Highlands and Islands Enterprise's accounts."

277. The current process therefore, in respect of bodies like Highlands and
Islands Enterprise, and for defined purposes, allows for senior personnel,
including civil servants, to be held accountable directly by the Parliament.

278. There is a good deal of evidence of Parliamentary work with agencies,
NDPBs, and, equally important, regulatory bodies.  Individual committees
relate to individual 'arms length' and regulatory bodies.  There is however little
sense of a Parliamentary policy driving scrutiny in this whole field.

279. The question of with what rigour and success, and how systematically, the
Parliament is scrutinising such bodies is not one that can be judged at present.



280. It is clearly vital to the scrutiny of ’arms length’ bodies that the Parliament
develops a high profile, well-resourced and systematic approach to scrutinising
such bodies.  Without such an approach accountability is unlikely to prove
adequate.

281. The interesting evidence sent in by Scottish Natural Heritage in this respect
shows a strong awareness of the Parliament’s scrutiny role and an appetite to
engage with it:

"… we consider that further thought might be given to the relations between
NDPBs and the Parliament.  In our experience, the role and value of NDPBs is
often not fully understood.  There is a need to improve cross-party
understanding of the role of, and expertise within, NDPBs, to make their
activities more widely transparent and to improve the perception of NDPB
accountability."

"The Scottish Parliament has an important role in scrutinising the use of public
resources and the outputs achieved with those resources.  Ministers currently
have the responsibility for reviewing the activities of NDPBs through the
Quinquennial Review process.  There is currently no formal process by which
NDPBs can be subject to scrutiny by Parliament or its committees… we believe
that there is scope for giving the relevant Committee responsibility for
scrutinising and commenting on the work of each NDPB, at least on an annual
basis."

"There may also be scope for involving the relevant Committee in the
Quinquennial Review process for each NDPB…  There is need for greater
clarity in the extent to which Chairmen and members of public bodies have
responsibility for reporting to the Parliament on issues of strategy development,
the disposition of resources and the overall management of the organisation."

Modernisation

282. Reference has been made above to the Scottish Executive's stress in its
evidence to us on modernisation and opening up of the political process.  We
were struck by the relatively traditional nature of the models of accountability
cited, parliamentary questions (PQs), debates in the Parliament, Ministerial
correspondence, and by the quantitative nature of that evidence.

283. While the rising number of PQs and the increasing volume of Ministerial
correspondence may be examples of evidence of heightened traditional
political activity, it is not clear that such activity translates into a modernisation
of government which will extend the political process.

284. It has already been argued in this report that a bolder, and more resource-
intensive, and innovative approach than hitherto, from both the Executive and
the Parliament, will be necessary to extend the circle of political inclusion.  The
essence of 'modernisation and opening up' seems to be the direct participation
of the public in greater numbers, and in parts of the population where such
activity has not been traditional, in the creation of policy.



285. The aspirations set out in Section 2.2 of the Executive’s document ’Working
Together for Scotland’ (29 January 2001) are laudable.  For example,
appointing a wider range of people to serve on public bodies, rolling out
delivery of "21st century government", and delivering a visible programme of
modernisation in the civil service, are probably objectives shared by a majority
of people and politicians.

286. There may be some difficulty however in detecting how these policy
objectives were to be delivered in ways that fitted in with the new participative,
post-devolution politics in Scotland. Where was the strategy for involving the
Parliament and the people directly in the development of these policies.

287. For example, the Executive document referred to above notes at paragraph
2.2: "We are working on a programme to reform the way the Executive and the
civil service operate, taking advantage of developments in information
technology."

288. This appears to be a vital area of government effort.  Should the Parliament
have a role here and elsewhere as a ’gateway’ for novel and extended
participation in these matters? Were the Parliament to be involved however,
would the Parliament’s present structures be equipped to enable effective
participation to take place.

289. The general approach to inclusion and modernisation set out in this part of
the Executive document quoted above is one that has been a prominent part of
central government policy for some time, pre-dating ’live’ devolution in
Scotland.

290. The notion of an inclusive government policy process is clearly present in the
Executive’s evidence to us. What may be lacking is the suppleness and
innovation that might be expected to deliver engagement with governance
partners to ensure the vision is realised.

Parliamentary consideration of constitutional and governance matters

291. Noted above are issues on which evidence has been received  -
Parliamentary relations with the civil service, the overall approach to
Parliament’s scrutiny of Executive agencies and non-departmental public
bodies, modernising government - where it may be that the policy and role of
the Parliament are as yet under-developed, or where the structure of the
Parliament’s present scrutiny machinery might make such activity difficult.

292. The UK constitution is a reserved matter, but the Scottish Parliament has a
clear interest in a wide range of constitutional issues which have an impact on
Scotland, and sometimes on the Parliament itself.  However, there is at present
no body within the Parliament charged with considering such issues, or giving
Parliament any considered recommendations on how it might respond to
consultations which seek its views on constitutional and governance matters.



293. This is an issue which the Committee grasped early on when it agreed in
2000 to prepare an extension of its remit at a convenient point to allow it to
consider and report to the Parliament on matters relating to constitutional
issues and issues relating to the way in which the devolution settlement is
working.  The Committee considered then that:

"There will be occasions when the Parliament will wish the Presiding Officer to
convey its views on large complex issues.  In such circumstances, the views of
the Parliament might be expressed in a Resolution, consideration of which may
have been informed by a report from one of the Parliament’s Committees.
There are however a number of issues around for which there is no obvious
committee or other mechanism which would allow the Parliament to discuss
and come to a view…  They include constitutional matters.  Although the
Constitution is a subject which is reserved to Westminster, there will
nevertheless be occasions when the Parliament will wish to take a view on a
constitutional matter."

294. In evidence to the Committee in 1999, the Chief Executive/Clerk suggested
that there might be a need for such a mechanism to take views and refine the
arguments on such issues for the Parliament.  Mindful of the Presiding Officer's
duty under Rule 3.1 of the Standing Orders to represent the Parliament, the
Chief Executive suggested that any extension to the Committee's remit would
provide it with a role which was "complementary" to the Presiding Officer's.  He
thought that:

"… as the Parliament has operated over the past few months, it has become
clear to me that there is a gap between the Parliamentary Bureau which looks
after the Parliament's business, and the Scottish Parliamentary Corporate
Body, which looks after staff, facilities and resources.  There is a gap for a
body which could consider more fundamental issues on behalf of the
Parliament…"

295. The Committee is of course pursuing the extension of its remit separately.   It
may wish to consider endorsing the rationale for this change here.



Annex B

Notes on CSG Report
Donald Gorrie

1. Civil service - replace the Whitehall ethos of secrecy etc by negotiating a 4-way
concordat between executive-civil service-parliament-parliamentary staff.

2. Civil servants working with committees as full partners.

3. Bills - Stage1 to Stage3 allow as much time as it takes to allow all MSPs
wishing to speak to do so and all amendments to be debated.

4. Timings of submission of motions and amendments to motions - should be 4
days and 2 days instead of 2 days and 1 day as in current Bureau rules.

5. Empower cross-party groups to put forward bills and motions.

6. Length of speeches - 6 minutes, or 7 with interventions.

7. More time for questions and debating bills and less for motions.

8. Set up an Anti-Bureaucracy Committee to challenge and reduce regulations
and paperwork.

9. Holding quangos and arms length units to account.

10. Procedures Committee to rule on failure to answer the question posed in PQs
and vexatious, pointless or repetitive PQs.

11. Empower Presiding Officer to be more robust in ensuring parliament is fairly
treated by ministers and civil servants.

11. Facilities for MSPs to put questions, local issues or suggestions to ministers,
such as a minister’s surgery for MSPs.

12. Opportunity for committees, if they so wish, to hold informal round-table
discussions with minister, pressure groups etc before Stage 2, to clarify likely
areas of dispute and possibilities of compromise.

13. More informal discussions with witnesses at committees.

14. Co-opt outside non-voting members to committees.

15. Try out regional committees - all MSPs for a list area to meet periodically to
discuss regional issues and examine local quangos, etc.

16. Need for more resources for NEBU - current blockage unacceptable.
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